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aversion to income tax, combined with affection for indirect
taxes such as customs, excise, estate and stamp duties, domi-
nated French finance during the inter-war years. Since the
war could be paid for only by taxation, loans, inflation or
reparations, the less reliance that was placed on taxation the
more frequent had to be recourse to the second and third
methods, and the more insistent were demands for the fourth.
In this way financial policy was doubly connected with foreign
policy: for not only did insistence on Germany's full payment
of reparations force a rift between France and her main ally,
Britain, and result in the French occupation of the Ruhr in
1923; but also the excessive recourse to short-term loans and
unbalanced budgets linked public confidence, and therefore
the franc, with governmental prestige at home and national
prestige abroad. Even financial stability was a function of
national security, and not vice versa.
Gomm,ercial policy reflected similarly the internal balance
of social interests, and was closely linked with foreign policy.
Largely because of her financial policy and her reliance on
indirect taxation for revenue, but also because of the strength
of peasant and agricultural interests, France remained a
strongly protectionist and even mercantilist country. Before the
war there had been two distinct tarifis, a general and a mini-
mum. Governmental control of imports during the war made
it possible for duties to be imposed by ministerial decree, and
the level of tariffs varied a great deal in the immediate post-
war years. In 1926, parliament decreed a general increase of
30 per cent. Again out-of-date methods and crude adjust-
ments were preferred to systematic overhaul, because of the
conflict of groups and classes. Industrial needs for freer im-
ports were subordinated to agricultural protection and even
subsidy. Commercial agreements with other countries for the
lowering of tarifB became frequently a diplomatic instrument.1
1 Cf. George Peel: JTie Economic Policy of France (1937); Paul
Einzig: France9s Crisis (1934)5 which is an appeal for a timely eco-
nomic overhaul as part of urgent national regeneration, and which
acquires poignancy in the light of later events; cf. also J. H. Rogers:
op. cit.
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